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Thank you to the organisers

•I know it's not the same as an in-person conference in 
Paris*, but this is an important event for our community.

•Really, a big thank-you to the organisers. This can't have 
been easy to prepare.

• ... and good luck for LHCP 2021, which I look forward 
to attending in person.

2* e.g. less traffic



Highlights and perspectives

•It's been a rough few months, but I'm pleased to say that 
LHCb has some nice new results to report.

•These include some that are brand new for this conference. 
No spoilers here: you'll have to go to the talks to find out 
more.

•First, a few words on our status and the ongoing upgrade.
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Reminder: LHC schedule (as of 2019)

•Clearly, details will change (especially for 2021).
• See this morning's talk by Jose.
• See also talk by F. Bordry on 5 May (Indico, slides)

•But looking at the big picture...
4

From: https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm

https://indico.cern.ch/event/912581/#2-gradual-re-start-of-the-acce
https://indico.cern.ch/event/912581/contributions/3839376/attachments/2032172/3401454/F_Bordry_Gradual_re-start_of_the_accelerator_complex_5_May_2020.pdf
https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm


LHCb plan
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From: https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm

Run 3
LHCb upgrade I

Run 4
LHCb upgrade Ib

Run 5 and beyond
LHCb upgrade II

In Run1+2, we accumulated about 9/fb of data. Most LHCb physics 
scales with  or , which is roughly linear in the CM energy. 
In units of "one Run1", the data sample is about:

1 Run1 for Run1
4 Run1 for Run2
=> total: 5 Run1 units so far.

σ(bb̄) σ(cc̄)

https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm


LHCb plan
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From: https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm

Run 3
LHCb upgrade I

Run 4
LHCb upgrade Ib

Run 5 and beyond
LHCb upgrade II

During LS2, we've been doing a major upgrade to the LHCb 
detector.
• All subdetectors updated, and:
• Many subdetectors overhauled or replaced.
• Completely new trigger strategy: all-software.
• Big jump in instantaneous lumi and in trigger  
efficiency => much higher signal rates

• Increase in output bandwidth, but smarter  
computing model to swallow it.

Few words on current status shortly.
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Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary
Vava Gligorov, Tue 15:03, Tools

Dorothea vom Bruch, Wed 15:21, Performance

https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1443882


LHCb plan
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From: https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm

Run 3
LHCb upgrade I

Run 4
LHCb upgrade Ib

Run 5 and beyond
LHCb upgrade II

With the new trigger and higher lumi, we expect to take data
at a higher rate
with a higher efficiency
with better alignment and calibration (real-time analysis)

Original assumption: 5/fb per year after upgrade, total of 50/fb.  
With a crude factor of 2 for removing the hardware trigger, this 
means:

Run3: about 15-20/fb => about 20-25 Run1 units (total 25-30)
Run4: about 20-25/fb => about 30-35 Run1 units (total ~ 60)

Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary

https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm


LHCb plan
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From: https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm

Run 3
LHCb upgrade I

Run 4
LHCb upgrade Ib

Run 5 and beyond
LHCb upgrade II

Run2 multiplied previous (Run1) stats by about 5.
Run3 will multiply prev. (Run1-2) stats by about 5.
Run4 will double previous (Run1-3) stats.

Keep lumi doubling time short => plan for a 
second upgrade in LS4, perhaps with some parts 
pre-installed to take advantage of longer LS3.  
Currently preparing a framework TDR.

Goal: 300/fb by Run 6 (i.e. 5x Run1-4 stats)
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Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary
Nicola Neri, Tue 15:21, Upgrades

https://lhc-commissioning.web.cern.ch/schedule/lhc-long-term.htm
https://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2636441


Ongoing upgrade work
•COVID19* situation has caused, and is still causing, delays.
•Assembly work at CERN halted during shutdown.
•But also delays to work at other labs worldwide, and to transport of 

components, and to movement of experts to/from CERN.

•Work is now resuming, starting with pilot projects.  
Scope will increase as CERN re-opens. 

•We do not yet know what the overall impact will be.

•For more on the LHCb upgrades, see talk by Mark Tobin 
this afternoon.

•Next slides: a few illustrations of restarted work.

•First, new news: decision made that the initial online 
reconstruction will be done with a farm of GPU systems 
(ALLEN project). Some key work done right here in Paris!

9* L'académie française aurait préféré « la covim ».

Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary

https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3741468/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09161
http://www.academie-francaise.fr/le-covid-19-ou-la-covid-19


Ongoing upgrade work
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Freek, Raphael, vacuum group 
and transport started to install 
the Velo RF boxes.

Photos courtesy of Rolf Linder

Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary



Ongoing upgrade work
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Photos courtesy of Rolf Linder
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Silvia,  Christoph working 
on the RICH 2 columns 
together with Didier, 
Antonino and Giovanni

Laurent, Danil
and Tengiz
repairing 
Maraton power 
supplies
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Michael and 
Jerome cleaning 

the UT Lukasz 
plant

Oleg installing 
muon 

electronics 
boards

Francesco, 
Karol, Loic, 
Tommaso, 
Rainer, 
Valerien, 

Mark Tobin, Mon 18:00, plenary



LHCb at LHCP

• Vava Gligorov: Triggering and online calibration with machine learning techniques*
• Charlotte Barbara Van Hulse: Soft QCD and Exclusive processes with LHCb
• Sook Hyun Lee: Charged hadron production in Z-tagged jets (fragmentation of light quarks)
• Jana Crkovská: Multiplicity dependent production of X(3872)
• Dorothea Vom Bruch: Performance of the real-time reconstruction, alignment, and calibration in Run 3 at LHCb
• Alex Seuthe: PID performance in Run2 at LHCb
• Renata Kopecna: Tracking and vertexing performance and developments over Run2 at LHCb
• Benjamin Audurier: Recent results on heavy flavor in small and large systems from LHCb (Wed, Heavy ions)
• Mirco Dorigo: CKM metrology and B decays
• Guillaume Pietrzyk: CP-violation in charm
• Jinlin Fu: CP violation in B decays
• Miriam Lucio Martinez: Lepton flavour violation and universality tests at LHCb
• Jacco de Vries: Electroweak penguin decays
• Marcin Kucharczyk: Search for long-lived particles in LHCb
• Constantin Weisser: Search for dark photon in LHCb (Fri, Dark sectors & BSM)
• Menglin Xu: EWK physics: Measurements and prospects from LHCb
• Nicola Neri: Physics perspectives for LHCb beyond Run4
• Christopher Betancourt: Timing at LHCb post LS4
• Liupan An: CINCO: Study of exotic states* (Fri, joint QCD+Flavour)
• Mark Tobin: LHCb upgrades
• Mark Whitehead: CPV in B-Hadron decays*
• Maurizio Martinelli: Charm physics*
• William Barter: Precision QCD measurements* 12

A probably incomplete list of talks by LHCb speakers:

Red indicates upcoming result 
that I will not talk about
* = CINCO talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3742224/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3742318/


New since LHCP 2019...

13Will just pick out some recent highlights.

LHCb-PAPER-2019-023: Observation of the ⇤0
b ! �c1(3872)pK

� decay

LHCb-PAPER-2019-024: Measurement of the ⌘c(1S) production cross-section in pp collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV

LHCb-PAPER-2019-025: Observation of new resonances in the ⇤0
b⇡

+⇡� system

LHCb-PAPER-2019-027: Determination of quantum numbers for several excited charmed mesons observed in B� ! D⇤+⇡�⇡� decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-028: Search for CP violation and observation of P violation in ⇤0
b ! p⇡�⇡+⇡� decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-029: Search for the doubly charmed baryon ⌅+
cc

LHCb-PAPER-2019-030: Measurement of the shape of the B0
s ! D⇤

sµ⌫µ di↵erential distribution

LHCb-PAPER-2019-031: Search for A0 ! µ+µ� decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-032: Updated measurement of decay-time-dependent CP asymmetries in D0 ! K+K� and D0 ! ⇡+⇡� decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-033: Measurement of the B�
c production fraction and asymmetry in 7 and 13 TeV pp collisions

LHCb-PAPER-2019-034: Observation of the semileptonic decay B+ ! pp̄µ+⌫µ

LHCb-PAPER-2019-035: Measurement of ⌅++
cc production in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV

LHCb-PAPER-2019-036: Measurement of CP violation in B0 ! D⇤±D⌥ decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-037: Precision measurement of the ⌅++
cc mass

LHCb-PAPER-2019-038: Strong constraints on the K0
S ! µ+µ� branching fraction

LHCb-PAPER-2019-039: Isospin amplitudes in ⇤0
b ! J/ ⇤(⌃0) and ⌅0

b ! J/ ⌅0(⇤) decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-040: Test of lepton universality with ⇤0
b ! pK�`+`� decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-041: Measurement of |Vcb| with B0
s ! D(⇤)�

s µ+⌫µ decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-042: First observation of excited ⌦�
b states

LHCb-PAPER-2019-043: Search for the lepton flavour violating decay B+ ! K+µ�⌧+ using B⇤0
s2 decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-044: Measurement of CP observables in B± ! DK± and B± ! D⇡± with D ! K0
SK⇡ decays

LHCb-PAPER-2019-045: Observation of a new baryon state in the ⇤0
b⇡

+⇡� mass spectrum

LHCb-PAPER-2019-046: Measurement of the shape of the B0
s ! D⇤�

s µ+⌫µ di↵erential decay rate

LHCb-PAPER-2020-001: Search for the rare decays B0
s ! e+e� and B0 ! e+e�

LHCb-PAPER-2020-002: Measurement of CP -averaged observables in the B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� decay

LHCb-PAPER-2020-003: Precise measurement of the B+
c meson mass

LHCb-PAPER-2020-004: Observation of new ⌅0
c baryons decaying to ⇤+

c K
�

LHCb-PAPER-2020-005: Measurement of the ⇤0
b ! J/ ⇤ angular distribution and the ⇤0

b polarisation in pp collisions

LHCb-CONF-2019-003: Measurement of the Z production cross-sections in pPb collisions at
p
=8 TeV

LHCb-CONF-2019-004: Study of prompt D0 meson production in pPb at
p
sNN = 8.16 TeV at LHCb

LHCb-CONF-2019-005: Multiplicity-dependent modification of �c1(3872) and  (2S) production in pp collisions at
p
s = 8 TeV
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Rare & electroweak 
penguin decays

arXiv:2003.04831: Measurement of -averaged observables in the  decay
arXiv:2003.03999: Search for the rare decays  and 
arXiv:2001.10354: Strong constraints on the  branching fraction
JHEP 2020, 40 (2020): Test of lepton universality with  decays

CP B0 → K*0μ+μ−

B0
s → e+e− B0 → e+e−

K0
S → μ+μ−

Λ0
b → pK−ℓ+ℓ−

http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.04831
http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.03999
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.10354
http://arxiv.org/abs/1912.08139


Why rare decays?

•Look at processes where NP could plausibly enter.

• If suppressed in the SM: NP could enter at a rate that's 
comparable.
• If NP smaller but not vastly smaller, can show up in interference effects

• If forbidden in the SM: immediate smoking gun

•Focus particularly on processes that are theoretically and 
experimentally clean.
•no good if uncertainty on SM prediction > experimental precision

15



B0
(s) → e+e−

•Classic rare decays for which the SM predicted BF is very small 
=> any signal would be a sign of NP.

•Conceptually similar to, but more suppressed than, 

•Let's start with ...

B0
s → μ+μ−

B0
(s) → e+e−

16
arXiv:2003.03999: Search for the rare decays  and 
arXiv:2001.10354: Strong constraints on the  branching fraction

B0
s → e+e− B0 → e+e−

K0
S → μ+μ−

Fleischer et al, JHEP 05 (2017) 156
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NP could hide here! {
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.10160


B0
(s) → e+e−

•Apply reconstruction (incl. brem. recovery), selection

•Simultaneous fit by dataset, bremsstrahlung category

•No signal => set upper limit (CLs) at 95% CL:

17arXiv:2003.03999: Search for the rare decays  and B0
s → e+e− B0 → e+e−
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 decayseν+e
0D →+B

 decays−e+eX →B
 decayseν −e+h →bX

 decays−h'+h →B
The places where you don't see a signal

ℬ(B0
s → e+e−) < 11.2 × 10−9

Fleischer et al, JHEP 05 (2017) 156

30x improvement!
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Similar story for B0: ℬ(B0 → e+e−) < 2.5 (3.0) × 10−9
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Combination

K0
S → μ+μ−

•  is even cleaner, and we make a lot of KS

•Veto background from material interactions in VELO

•Simultaneous fit across bins of BDT, trigger category:

K0
S → μ+μ−

18arXiv:2001.10354: Strong constraints on the  branching fractionK0
S → μ+μ−
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at 90% CL (world-best)
ℬ(K0

S → μ+μ−) < 2.1 × 10−10

Room for NP: 102 from SM prediction: (5.18 ± 1.50 ± 0.02) × 10−12
D'Ambrosio & Kitahara, PRL 119, 201802 (2017)
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The anomalies

•Various curious effects seen in electroweak penguin decays
•and in semileptonic decays; not discussed here

•First showed up in angular and  distributions of  
decays -- but these have significant theory uncertainties.
• Solution 1: look at ratios of lepton flavours, e.g. 
• Solution 2: develop optimised observables to reduce theory errors

•No single result is significant -- but we keep seeing small effects, 
mostly 2-3𝜎.
•And these days, even 2-3𝜎 effects represent hope

•Will cover one recent result from each class.

•Work ongoing to update other measurements.

q2 b → sμ+μ−

B → Kμ+μ−/B → Ke+e−

19
arXiv:2003.04831: Measurement of -averaged observables in the  decay
JHEP 2020, 40 (2020): Test of lepton universality with  decays

CP B0 → K*0μ+μ−

Λ0
b → pK−ℓ+ℓ−

https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Musician-Band/The-Anomalies-8914256459/
http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.04831
http://arxiv.org/abs/1912.08139


RpK ( )Λ0
b → pK−ℓ+ℓ−

Measure double ratio to suppress detector effects:

R−1
pK =

ℬ(Λ0
b → pK−e+e−)

ℬ(Λ0
b → pK−J/ψ( → e+e−)) / ℬ(Λ0

b → pK−μ+μ−)
ℬ(Λ0

b → pK−J/ψ( → μ+μ−))

20JHEP 2020, 40 (2020): Test of lepton universality with  decaysΛ0
b → pK−ℓ+ℓ−
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6.0<q2<11.0 GeV2 8.41<q2<10.24 GeV2

J/ψ

Rare mode (0.1<q2<6.0 GeV2)

First obs! 
> 7𝜎

r−1
J/ψ = 0.96 ± 0.05

R−1
pK = 1.17+0.18

−0.16 ± 0.07

(RpK = 0.86+0.14
−0.11 ± 0.05 < 1)

Double ratio  cancels many systematic effects. 

Powerful crosscheck: measure efficiency-corrected ratio 
of  yields, which doesn't benefit from this cancellation.

R−1
pK

J/ψ
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Jacco De Vries, Tue 15:03, Flavour

Miriam Lucio Martinez,
Tue 15:21, Flavour
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 angular analysisB0 → K*0μ+μ−

•Look at angular observables vs q2

•Use "optimised" variables to help cancel hadronic effects, e.g. P'5

•To pull the information together, use Wilson coefficients:

•Main interest in EW penguin operators: C9, C'9, C10, C'10

•New this March: Run1+2016 update with B0 → K*0μ+μ−

21Thanks to C. Langenbruch
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NP contributions and relevant e↵ective couplings
⌅ Model independent description in e↵ective field theory
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C. Langenbruch (RWTH), QCD@LHC Flavour Anomalies

Optimised variables: Descotes-Genon et al, 
JHEP, 1301:048, 2013, JHEP, 1305:137, 2013

arXiv:2003.04831: Measurement of -averaged observables in the  decayCP B0 → K*0μ+μ−
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 angular analysisB0 → K*0μ+μ−

•Fit to angular distribution in bins of 
•Work with two different parameterisations
•Correct for efficiency

•Model background, incl. S-wave under the 

•Fit results to full set of angular observables 
in paper. Illustrating with just one:

q2

K*0

22arXiv:2003.04831: Measurement of -averaged observables in the  decayCP B0 → K*0μ+μ−
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... but one observable alone 
is not the full story. What is 
the overall picture?
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 angular analysisB0 → K*0μ+μ−

•"What is the overall picture?"  
Caution:
•Depends on your "SM" model and its theory uncertainties
•Depends on what variations you consider (what degrees of freedom).
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Varying  and Re(C9) Re(C10)

Disclaimer: 2016-only contours are 
for illustration purposes and contains 
no systematic uncertainties or bias 
and coverage corrections 

SM

Varying only : 
(or  if excluding )

Re(C9) 3.3σ
2.7σ 6 < q2 < 8 GeV/c2

Disclaimer: 2016-only contours are 
for illustration purposes and contains 
no systematic uncertainties or bias 
and coverage corrections 

arXiv:2003.04831: Measurement of -averaged observables in the  decayCP B0 → K*0μ+μ−

Giacomo Fedi, Fri 18:00, plenary
Jacco De Vries, Tue 15:03, Flavour

Miriam Lucio Martinez, Tue 15:21, Flavour

http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.04831
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CKM & CPV



 in |Vcb | B0
s → D(*)−

s μ+νμ

•Key idea: differential decay rate goes like:

25

• Decay amplitude can be expressed as sum of helicity amplitudes 

• ... which can be expressed in terms of form factors that depend on  (or w)

• ... whose evolution can be parameterised (CLN, BGL).

• So: assume FF parameterisation, fit yield as function of  or w, deduce 

• in practice, measure relative to control modes 

• Problem:  and w can't be measured 
directly.

• Solution: measure instead : fully  
reconstructed and correlated with w

H+,−,0,t

q2

q2 |Vcb |
B0 → D(*)−μ+νμ

q2 = m2(μ+νμ)

p⊥(D(s))

and the expected composition of the signal and reference samples are presented in Sec. 4.
Section 5 describes the method used to measure |Vcb| and the other parameters of interest.
The determination of the reference B0-decay yields is reported in Sec. 6, and the analysis of
the signal B0

s decays is discussed in Sec. 7. Section 8 describes the systematic uncertainties
a↵ecting the measurements and Sec. 9 presents the final results, before concluding.

2 Formalism

The formalism used to describe the decay rate of a B meson into a semileptonic final
state with a pseudoscalar or a vector D meson is outlined here. In this Section, the
notation B ! D

(⇤)
µ⌫ is used to identify both B

0 ! D
(⇤)�

µ
+
⌫µ and B

0
s ! D

(⇤)�
s µ

+
⌫µ

decays, clarifying when the distinction is relevant.

2.1 B ! D⇤µ⌫ decays

The B ! D
⇤
µ⌫ di↵erential decay rate can be expressed in terms of one recoil variable, w,

and three helicity angles, ✓µ, ✓D and �, as

d4�(B ! D
⇤
µ⌫)

dw dcos ✓µ dcos ✓D d�
=

3m3
Bm

2
D⇤G

2
F

16(4⇡)4
⌘
2
EW|Vcb|2|A(w, ✓µ, ✓D,�)|2, (4)

where GF is the Fermi constant and the coe�cient ⌘EW ⇡ 1.0066 accounts for the leading-
order electroweak correction [24]. The recoil variable is defined as the scalar product of the
four-velocities of the B and D

⇤ mesons, w = vB · vD⇤ = (m2
B +m

2
D⇤ � q

2)/(2mBmD⇤), with
mB(D⇤) being the mass of the B (D⇤) meson. The minimum value, w = 1, corresponds to
zero recoil of the D

⇤ meson in the B rest frame, i.e., the largest kinematically allowed
value of q2. The helicity angles (represented in Fig. 1) are ✓µ, the angle between the
direction of the muon in the W rest frame and the direction of the W boson in the B rest
frame; ✓D, the angle between the direction of the D in the D⇤ rest frame and the direction
of the D⇤ in the B rest frame; and �, the angle between the plane formed by the D⇤ decay
products and that formed by the two leptons. In the limit of massless leptons, the decay

!"#

#

$

%
&∗

"&

&

(, *

+

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the helicity angles in B ! D⇤µ⌫ decays. The definitions
are provided in the text.

3

Extraction of Vcb

• Extract the value of Vcb from  and  decays 
reconstructing only the  final state using Run 1 data.


• Use  as normalisation. Decays are kinematically identical -> 
reduce systematic uncertainties. 


• The ratios of yields is proportional to Vcb.


• Do not use the value of w from any approximation. Instead use  which 
is correlated with w. Advantage of being fully reconstructed.

Bs → D−
s μ+ ν Bs → D*−

s μ+ ν
D−

s ( → K−K+ π−)μ+

B0 → D−(*)μ+ ν

p⊥(Ds)
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Ds(*)

μ

ν
Bs

PV SV

Ds(*)+μ
p⊥(Ds)

PRD 101, 072004 (2020): Measurement of  with  decays |Vcb | B0
s → D(*)−

s μ+νμ

Mark Whitehead, Fri 17:30, plenary
Mirco Dorigo, Thu 15:25, Flavour

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.03225


 in |Vcb | B0
s → D(*)−

s μ+νμ
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BGL
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CLN
BGL

Exclusive average (HFLAV 2019)
Inclusive average (HFLAV 2019)

CLN:  
BGL: 

•First measurement of with  decays

•Novel method (use of ) can be applied more 
broadly, esp. to measure  in  decays.

|Vcb | = (41.4 ± 0.6 ± 0.9 ± 1.2) × 10−3

|Vcb | = (42.3 ± 0.8 ± 0.9 ± 1.2) × 10−3

|Vcb | B0
s

p⊥
|Vcb | B0,+

Mark Whitehead, Fri 17:30, plenary
Mirco Dorigo, Thu 15:25, Flavour

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.03225
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Spectroscopy

arXiv:2002.05112: Observation of a new baryon state in the  mass spectrum
PRL 124, 082002 (2020): First observation of excited  states
arXiv:2003.13649 : Observation of new  baryons decaying to 

Λ0
b π+π−

Ω−
b

Ξ0
c Λ+

c K−

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.05112
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.00851
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.13649


Excited Ω−
b → Ξ0

bK−

•Reconstruct 

•Study  mass spectrum, identify several peaks

•Common fit to WS, RS samples 
to constrain background shape

•Accounting for LEE, two peaks 
have significance above 

•All peaks narrow (  
at 90% CL)

Ξ0
b → Ξ+

c π−, Ξ+
c → pK−π+

m(Ξ0
bK−) − m(Ξ0

b)

5σ
Γ < 3.1 MeV
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Peak of �M Width Signal Significances [�]
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PRL 124, 082002 (2020): First observation of excited  statesΩ−
b

Will Barter, Tue 17:30, plenary

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.00851


Excited Ω−
b → Ξ0

bK−

•Note qualitative similarity:  
 spectrum in  and 
 spectrum in .

•Properties consistent with low-
lying L=1 resonances (but TBC)

Ω−
b m(Ξ0

bK−)
Ω0

c m(Ξ+
c K−)
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PRL 124, 082002 (2020): First observation of excited  statesΩ−
b

Will Barter, Tue 17:30, plenary

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.04639
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.00851


Excited Ξ0
c → Λ+

c K−

•Three states observed with high significance

•First two (2923, 2939) could be resolved peaks of  
structure previously reported by BABAR (PRD 77:031101, 2008), 
Belle (EPJC 78, 252 (2018))... but needs further study.

•Third (2965) likely related to  previously reported by 
BABAR & Belle, but mass & width in tension; needs further study.

Ξc(2930)0

Ξc(2970)

30arXiv:2003.13649 : Observation of new  baryons decaying to Ξ0
c Λ+

c K−
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cΣ→0(3055)cΞ

−K)+π+
cΛ→(++

cΣ→+(3080)cΞ
−K)0π+

cΛ→(+
cΣ→0(3080)cΞ

Background
Additional component

�(⌅c(2923)
0) = 7.1± 0.8± 1.8MeV

�(⌅c(2939)
0) = 10.2± 0.8± 1.1MeV

�(⌅c(2965)
0) = 14.1± 0.9± 1.3MeV
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m(⌅c(2923)
0) = 2923.04± 0.25± 0.20± 0.14MeV/c2

m(⌅c(2939)
0) = 2938.55± 0.21± 0.17± 0.14MeV/c2

m(⌅c(2965)
0) = 2964.88± 0.26± 0.14± 0.14MeV/c2
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Excited Ξ0
c → Λ+

c K−

•Also some curious structure at lower mass, ~100 MeV (red).

•Could be additional feed-downs; could be additional state(s).

•Described by empirical model (single Gaussian); effects on other 
peaks in the fit are small & included as systematic uncertainties.
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Last words

•Upgrade work has been paused, but is now ramping back up.

•Analysis work continuing

•Results presented in several areas:
• Searches for NP with rare & electroweak penguin decays
•Precision CKM & CPV studies
• Spectroscopy

• ... and there is much more I did not have time for
• ... heavy ions, electroweak, dark photon searches, isospin, ...

•Anomalies are still there, still tantalising, still not close to  
for individual tests of the SM.

•More details in LHCb talks throughout the conference!

5σ
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Excited Λ0
b → Λ0

bπ+π−

•Selection is key. Separate BDT classifiers for studying low-mass 
and high-mass regions.
•Train with MC as signal, same-sign data as background

•Also require  in high-mass region

•Low-mass region is straightforward. Simultaneous fit to 6 spectra:

pt(π+π−) > 250 MeV

34arXiv:2002.05112: Observation of a new baryon state in the  mass spectrumΛ0
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Known  
and  
observed, properties 
remeasured.

Natural widths of 
both states 
consistent with zero.

Λb(5912)0

Λb(5920)0

di↵erence with respect to the ⇤0
b mass and natural width of the state are determined from

a combined fit to both samples and are found to be

�m⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 452.7± 2.9± 0.5MeV ,

�⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 72 ± 11 ± 2 MeV ,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. Taking the mass
of the ⇤0

b baryon m⇤0
b
= 5619.62± 0.16± 0.13MeV [45], obtained by a combination

of measurements at the LHCb experiment in ⇤0
b! �c1,2pK� [45], ⇤0

b!  (2S)pK�,
⇤0

b! J/ ⇡+⇡�pK� [54] and ⇤0
b! J/ ⇤ decay modes [24, 55], and accounting for the cor-

related systematic uncertainty, the mass of the ⇤⇤⇤0
b state is found to be

m⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 6072.3± 2.9± 0.6± 0.2MeV ,

where the last uncertainty is due to that on the mass of the ⇤0
b baryon. The new resonance

is consistent with the broad excess of events reported by the CMS collaboration [14] and
the measured mass and width agree with expectations for the ⇤b(2S)

0 state [15–17,56,57].
Several excited ⌃b(1P) states are expected with a mass close to the measured value, but

the partial decay widths for ⌃b(1P) states into ⇤0
b⇡⇡ are predicted to be very small [58].

If the observed broad peak corresponds to the ⌃b(1P)
(⇤)0 state, two peaks with similar

masses and widths and significantly larger yields should be visible in the ⇤0
b⇡

± mass spectra

due to decays of the charged isospin partners ⌃b(1P)
(⇤)±! ⇤0

b⇡
±. However, no signs of

states with such a mass and width, and large production yields are observed in the analysis
of the ⇤0

b⇡
± mass spectra; the observed ⌃b(6097)

± states have significantly smaller
natural width and relatively small yields [6]. It cannot be excluded that the observed
broad structure corresponds to a superposition of more than one narrow states, but
the interpretation of these states as excited ⌃b resonances is disfavoured.

The mass di↵erences for the ⇤b(5912)
0 and ⇤b(5920)

0 states with respect to the mass
of the ⇤0

b baryon are measured to be

�m⇤b(5912)
0 = 292.589± 0.029± 0.010MeV ,

�m⇤b(5920)
0 = 300.492± 0.019± 0.010MeV ,

and the corresponding masses are

m⇤b(5912)
0 = 5912.21± 0.03± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

m⇤b(5920)
0 = 5920.11± 0.02± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

where the last uncertainty is due to imprecise knowledge of the ⇤0
b mass. The mass

splitting between the narrow states is

m⇤b(5920)
0 �m⇤b(5912)

0 = 7.896± 0.034MeV .

The following upper limits on the natural widths are obtained:

�⇤b(5912)
0 < 0.25 (0.28)MeV ,

�⇤b(5920)
0 < 0.19 (0.20)MeV ,

at 90% (95%) confidence level, respectively. The measurements of the parameters of
the ⇤b(5912)

0 and ⇤b(5920)
0 states are about four times more precise and supersede those

reported in Ref. [7].
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Excited Λ0
b → Λ0

bπ+π−
•Now the high-mass region:
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 cut suppresses events at low masspt(π+π−) > 250 MeV

Broad  structure interpreted as  resonance.Λ**0
b Λb(2S)0

> 14σ > 7σ

di↵erence with respect to the ⇤0
b mass and natural width of the state are determined from

a combined fit to both samples and are found to be

�m⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 452.7± 2.9± 0.5MeV ,

�⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 72 ± 11 ± 2 MeV ,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. Taking the mass
of the ⇤0

b baryon m⇤0
b
= 5619.62± 0.16± 0.13MeV [45], obtained by a combination

of measurements at the LHCb experiment in ⇤0
b! �c1,2pK� [45], ⇤0

b!  (2S)pK�,
⇤0

b! J/ ⇡+⇡�pK� [54] and ⇤0
b! J/ ⇤ decay modes [24, 55], and accounting for the cor-

related systematic uncertainty, the mass of the ⇤⇤⇤0
b state is found to be

m⇤⇤⇤0
b

= 6072.3± 2.9± 0.6± 0.2MeV ,

where the last uncertainty is due to that on the mass of the ⇤0
b baryon. The new resonance

is consistent with the broad excess of events reported by the CMS collaboration [14] and
the measured mass and width agree with expectations for the ⇤b(2S)

0 state [15–17,56,57].
Several excited ⌃b(1P) states are expected with a mass close to the measured value, but

the partial decay widths for ⌃b(1P) states into ⇤0
b⇡⇡ are predicted to be very small [58].

If the observed broad peak corresponds to the ⌃b(1P)
(⇤)0 state, two peaks with similar

masses and widths and significantly larger yields should be visible in the ⇤0
b⇡

± mass spectra

due to decays of the charged isospin partners ⌃b(1P)
(⇤)±! ⇤0

b⇡
±. However, no signs of

states with such a mass and width, and large production yields are observed in the analysis
of the ⇤0

b⇡
± mass spectra; the observed ⌃b(6097)

± states have significantly smaller
natural width and relatively small yields [6]. It cannot be excluded that the observed
broad structure corresponds to a superposition of more than one narrow states, but
the interpretation of these states as excited ⌃b resonances is disfavoured.

The mass di↵erences for the ⇤b(5912)
0 and ⇤b(5920)

0 states with respect to the mass
of the ⇤0

b baryon are measured to be

�m⇤b(5912)
0 = 292.589± 0.029± 0.010MeV ,

�m⇤b(5920)
0 = 300.492± 0.019± 0.010MeV ,

and the corresponding masses are

m⇤b(5912)
0 = 5912.21± 0.03± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

m⇤b(5920)
0 = 5920.11± 0.02± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

where the last uncertainty is due to imprecise knowledge of the ⇤0
b mass. The mass

splitting between the narrow states is

m⇤b(5920)
0 �m⇤b(5912)

0 = 7.896± 0.034MeV .

The following upper limits on the natural widths are obtained:

�⇤b(5912)
0 < 0.25 (0.28)MeV ,

�⇤b(5920)
0 < 0.19 (0.20)MeV ,

at 90% (95%) confidence level, respectively. The measurements of the parameters of
the ⇤b(5912)

0 and ⇤b(5920)
0 states are about four times more precise and supersede those

reported in Ref. [7].
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and the corresponding masses are

m⇤b(5912)
0 = 5912.21± 0.03± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

m⇤b(5920)
0 = 5920.11± 0.02± 0.01± 0.21MeV ,

where the last uncertainty is due to imprecise knowledge of the ⇤0
b mass. The mass

splitting between the narrow states is

m⇤b(5920)
0 �m⇤b(5912)

0 = 7.896± 0.034MeV .

The following upper limits on the natural widths are obtained:

�⇤b(5912)
0 < 0.25 (0.28)MeV ,

�⇤b(5920)
0 < 0.19 (0.20)MeV ,

at 90% (95%) confidence level, respectively. The measurements of the parameters of
the ⇤b(5912)

0 and ⇤b(5920)
0 states are about four times more precise and supersede those

reported in Ref. [7].
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Excited Λ0
b → Λ0

bπ+π−

•Nice coincidence: on the same day* that this analysis was shown 
as a preliminary result (22 Jan 2020, Bormio), a related study by 
CMS appeared on the arXiv (PLB 803 (2020) 135345).
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Table 1: Systematic uncertainties (in MeV) in the measured masses. A dash means that the
corresponding uncertainty is negligible, and “N/A” means that it does not apply.

Source M(Lb(5912)0) M(Lb(5920)0) M(Lb(6146)0) M(Lb(6152)0)
Signal model 0.005 0.011 0.21 0.23
Background model 0.004 — 0.16 0.14
Inclusion of the broad excess region N/A N/A 0.35 0.14
Fit range — — 0.40 0.02
Mass resolution 0.007 0.001 0.01 0.09
Knowledge of G N/A N/A 0.43 0.26

Total 0.009 0.011 0.77 0.41

7 Summary

In summary, using the pp collision data recorded with the CMS detector at
p

s = 13 TeV,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of up to 140 fb�1, the existence of the Lb(5912)0

and Lb(5920)0 baryons is confirmed. Their masses, with respect to the L0
b mass, are mea-

sured to be 292.72 ± 0.12 ± 0.01 MeV and 300.56 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 MeV, respectively, where the
first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. By adding the known L0

b mass
of 5619.60 ± 0.17 MeV [19], we report the mass measurements

M(Lb(5912)0) = 5912.32 ± 0.12 ± 0.01 ± 0.17 MeV,

M(Lb(5920)0) = 5920.16 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.17 MeV,

where the third uncertainty is the uncertainty in the world-average L0
b mass. The obtained

values are consistent with the world-average values and have similar precision.

In addition, the L0
bp+p� invariant mass spectrum is investigated in the mass range up to

6400 MeV. A narrow peak is observed with a mass close to 6150 MeV, with a significance over 5
standard deviations, consistent with the superposition of the Lb(6146)0 and Lb(6152)0 baryons
recently observed by the LHCb Collaboration [22]. Masses of these states are measured to be

M(Lb(6146)0) = 6146.5 ± 1.9 ± 0.8 ± 0.2 MeV,

M(Lb(6152)0) = 6152.7 ± 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 MeV,

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is the uncertainty
in the world-average L0

b mass value. The corresponding mass differences with respect to the
L0

b mass are
M(Lb(6146)0)� M(L0

b) = 526.9 ± 1.9 ± 0.8 MeV,

M(Lb(6152)0)� M(L0
b) = 533.1 ± 1.1 ± 0.4 MeV.

These measurements are not as precise as, but are in good agreement with the LHCb re-
sults [22].

In addition, a broad excess of events is observed in the region 6040–6100 MeV, not present in
the same-sign L0

bp±p± distribution. If it is fit with a single Breit-Wigner function, the returned
mass and width are 6073 ± 5 (stat) MeV and 55 ± 11 (stat) MeV. However, it is not excluded
that this enhancement is an overlap of more than one state with close masses or is created by
the partially reconstructed decays of higher-mass states. More data are needed to elucidate the
nature of this excess.
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mass ranges corresponding to the S�
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b , S⇤�
b , and S⇤+

b baryons are vetoed, the SS and OS
mass distributions in data are found to be in agreement in the region below 6100 MeV and do
not exhibit a broad enhancement, as shown in Appendix A. This suggests that the broad excess
might be related to the intermediate S±

b and S⇤
b
± baryon states, although the current size of the

data set does not allow this hypothesis to be tested.
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of the selected L0
bp+p� candidates in the high-mass re-

gion. The vertical bars on the data points represent the statistical uncertainties in the data. The
overall fit result is shown by the thick solid line. The thin lines present the contributions from
the two signal peaks and the broad enhancement. The dashed line displays the combinatorial
background.

The observed mL0
bp+p� distribution in the high-mass region is fit with a sum of three signal

functions and a smooth background function obtained by multiplying the threshold function
(x � x0)

b by a first-order polynomial. The signal function describing the broad structure below
6100 MeV is a single Breit–Wigner function convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution func-
tion obtained from simulation. The narrow peak around 6150 MeV is modeled with the sum
of two Breit–Wigner functions, each convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function
obtained from simulation, having an effective mass resolution of about 3.8 MeV. The natural
widths of the two signals are fixed to those measured by the LHCb Collaboration [22]. The fit
results for the yields and masses, respectively, are 301 ± 72 and 6073 ± 5 MeV for the broad en-
hancement, 70± 35 and 6146.5± 1.9 MeV for the Lb(6146)0, and 113± 35 and 6152.7± 1.1 MeV
for the Lb(6152)0. The returned natural width of the broad excess is 55 ± 11 (stat) MeV.

Using the likelihood-ratio technique and the one- versus two-peak hypotheses, the presence
of two peaks has a statistical significance of 0.4s, indicating that the data are also consistent
with a single peak at 6150 MeV. For the double-peak hypothesis, the natural widths of the two
states are allowed to vary in the fit within the Gaussian constraints from the LHCb measure-
ment [22]. In the single-peak hypothesis, the mass and the natural width of the signal peak
are free parameters of the fit. In both cases, the mass resolution is allowed to float in the fit
within its Gaussian uncertainty estimated from simulation. The local statistical significance of
the single-peak hypothesis with respect to the background-only hypothesis is found to be over
6s in the baseline fit, and varies between 5.4 and 6.5s with the changes in the fit range and
the model used to estimate the systematic uncertainties, as detailed in Section 6. The broad
enhancement has a local statistical significance of about 4s. Resonances with masses between
6200 and 6400 MeV have been also considered in the fit model and no significant excess was
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are free parameters of the fit. In both cases, the mass resolution is allowed to float in the fit
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the single-peak hypothesis with respect to the background-only hypothesis is found to be over
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Table 1: Systematic uncertainties (in MeV) in the measured masses. A dash means that the
corresponding uncertainty is negligible, and “N/A” means that it does not apply.

Source M(Lb(5912)0) M(Lb(5920)0) M(Lb(6146)0) M(Lb(6152)0)
Signal model 0.005 0.011 0.21 0.23
Background model 0.004 — 0.16 0.14
Inclusion of the broad excess region N/A N/A 0.35 0.14
Fit range — — 0.40 0.02
Mass resolution 0.007 0.001 0.01 0.09
Knowledge of G N/A N/A 0.43 0.26

Total 0.009 0.011 0.77 0.41

7 Summary

In summary, using the pp collision data recorded with the CMS detector at
p

s = 13 TeV,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of up to 140 fb�1, the existence of the Lb(5912)0

and Lb(5920)0 baryons is confirmed. Their masses, with respect to the L0
b mass, are mea-

sured to be 292.72 ± 0.12 ± 0.01 MeV and 300.56 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 MeV, respectively, where the
first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. By adding the known L0

b mass
of 5619.60 ± 0.17 MeV [19], we report the mass measurements

M(Lb(5912)0) = 5912.32 ± 0.12 ± 0.01 ± 0.17 MeV,

M(Lb(5920)0) = 5920.16 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.17 MeV,

where the third uncertainty is the uncertainty in the world-average L0
b mass. The obtained

values are consistent with the world-average values and have similar precision.

In addition, the L0
bp+p� invariant mass spectrum is investigated in the mass range up to

6400 MeV. A narrow peak is observed with a mass close to 6150 MeV, with a significance over 5
standard deviations, consistent with the superposition of the Lb(6146)0 and Lb(6152)0 baryons
recently observed by the LHCb Collaboration [22]. Masses of these states are measured to be

M(Lb(6146)0) = 6146.5 ± 1.9 ± 0.8 ± 0.2 MeV,

M(Lb(6152)0) = 6152.7 ± 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 MeV,

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is the uncertainty
in the world-average L0

b mass value. The corresponding mass differences with respect to the
L0

b mass are
M(Lb(6146)0)� M(L0

b) = 526.9 ± 1.9 ± 0.8 MeV,

M(Lb(6152)0)� M(L0
b) = 533.1 ± 1.1 ± 0.4 MeV.

These measurements are not as precise as, but are in good agreement with the LHCb re-
sults [22].

In addition, a broad excess of events is observed in the region 6040–6100 MeV, not present in
the same-sign L0

bp±p± distribution. If it is fit with a single Breit-Wigner function, the returned
mass and width are 6073 ± 5 (stat) MeV and 55 ± 11 (stat) MeV. However, it is not excluded
that this enhancement is an overlap of more than one state with close masses or is created by
the partially reconstructed decays of higher-mass states. More data are needed to elucidate the
nature of this excess.
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... i.e. CMS also sees excess with local significance of 4σ
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CPV observables in  and 
 with 

B± → DK±

B± → Dπ± D → K0
SK±π∓

•Uses CLEO model-independent input for 

•Reports several inputs for  measurements
• ... but not enough constraints in this analysis alone to get useful value of 

•Several disjoint subsamples of events, splitting like:
•  vs 

•  vs 

• Same-sign   vs  opposite-sign 

•  inside or outside  region (±100 MeV around  mass)

•  reconstructed from long vs downstream tracks

D → K0
SK±π∓

γ
γ

B → DK B → Dπ
B+ B−

B → D(K0
SK±π∓)π± B → D(K0

SK∓π±)π±

m(K0
Sπ) K*+ K*+

K0
S
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 with B± → D(K/π)± D → K0
SK±π∓
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Table 1: Signal yields summed over charge, as measured in each Dalitz region.

non-K⇤+ region K⇤+ region

NDK
±

SS
266 ± 27 715 ± 37

NDK
±

OS
336 ± 27 217 ± 22

ND⇡
±

SS
3304 ± 73 8977 ± 106

ND⇡
±

OS
4686 ± 76 3471 ± 66

fixed correction term in the fit. A similar correction is applied to the RSS/OS observable,256

to account for di↵erences in selection e�ciency for SS and OS decays caused by e�ciency257

variation across the Dalitz plot. The correction is determined using simulated B+
! D⇡+

258

decays and the D ! K0

S
K+⇡� and D ! K0

S
K�⇡+ amplitudes measured by LHCb in259

Ref. [30]. The correction is determined in bins across the Dalitz plot, and an average260

value calculated to be ⌘ = 1.090 ± 0.008 (1.007 ± 0.013) within (outside) the K⇤+ region.261

Figs. 2–5 show the B meson invariant-mass distributions for all selected candidates,262

with the results of the fit overlaid; the long and downstream K0

s
categories are shown263

together. In Tab. 1, the measured signal yields for each D final state are provided for both264

the K⇤+ and the non-K⇤+ regions. The fit strategy is validated using pseudoexperiments,265

and is found to be unbiased for all parameters.266

6 Systematic uncertainties267

All of the CP observables measured in this work are constructed as ratios of topologically268

identical final states. As such, the majority of potential systematic uncertainties cancel269

with the residual systematic uncertainties detailed here. Small di↵erences in e�ciency270

between B+
! DK+ and B+

! D⇡+ decays are corrected using simulation as described in271

Sec. 5, where the uncertainty on the correction arises due to the finite size of the simulated272

samples. The correction is varied within its uncertainty to determine the systematic273

uncertainty. The variation in e�ciency across the Dalitz plot causes a di↵erence in the274

total e�ciency of SS and OS decays. An appropriate correction is applied to the RSS/OS275

observable, with an uncertainty arising from the use of a binned procedure to calculate276

the average correction.277

Several fixed shape parameters are used in the fit, including the signal tail parameters278

and backgroud PDFs. All fixed shape parameters are determined from fits to simulated279

samples, and are varied to calculate the propagated systematic uncertainty. Charmless280

backgrounds are modelled as fixed yield components in the invariant-mass fit. The yields281

are varied within their respective uncertainties to determine the systematic uncertainty.282

Each charmless component has a fixed CP asymmetry of zero in the fit; their asymmetries283

are independently varied according to a Gaussian of width 0.1 to determine the systematic284

uncertainty. This width chosen to align with the degree of CP asymmetry observed in the285

charmless background present in measurements of B+
! [h+h�]Dh+ decays. [25, 31].286

All measured CP asymmetries are corrected for the B± production asymmetry as well287

as for the kaon and pion detection asymmetries where relevant. These corrections are288

applied as fixed terms in the invariant-mass fit, and are varied within their associated289

uncertainties to determine the systematic uncertainty. A fixed PID e�ciency is used to290
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Figure 6: Comparison with SM expectations for results within the K⇤+ region, using current
world-average parameter values. The dashed blue line indicates the expected SM value, and the
shaded dark (light) blue regions indicate the 68% (95%) confidence-level intervals. The results
are shown as black points with black (red) error bars indicating the statistical (total) uncertainty.

8 Conclusion325

Measurements of CP observables in B+
! DK+ and B+

! D⇡+ decays with the D326

meson decaying to K0

S
K+⇡� and K0

S
K�⇡+ are performed using LHCb data collected in327

Run 1 and Run 2. The results are in agreement with the SM, and supersede those of328

the previous study [7], benefiting from the increased data sample and improved analysis329

methods. The measurements presented in this paper improve the precision of several of330

the CP observables used in global fits for �, which will contribute to improved precision on331

� and on the hadronic parameters rB and �B for these decays. Improved measurements of332

charm hadronic parameters in both the K⇤+ and non-K⇤+ regions would also benefit the333

interpretation of these results and the constraints on � that can be obtained from them.334
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Measured observables, 
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expectations (from 
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7 Results300

The results for the K⇤+ region of the Dalitz plot are301

AD⇡

SS
= �0.020 ± 0.011 ± 0.003 ,

AD⇡

OS
= 0.007 ± 0.017 ± 0.003 ,

ADK

SS
= 0.084 ± 0.049 ± 0.008 ,

ADK

OS
= 0.021 ± 0.094 ± 0.017 ,

RSS/OS = 2.585 ± 0.057 ± 0.019 ,

RDK/D⇡

SS
= 0.079 ± 0.004 ± 0.002 ,

RDK/D⇡

OS
= 0.062 ± 0.006 ± 0.003 ,

and the results for the non-K⇤+ region are302

AD⇡

SS
= �0.034 ± 0.020 ± 0.003 ,

AD⇡

OS
= 0.003 ± 0.015 ± 0.003 ,

ADK

SS
= 0.095 ± 0.089 ± 0.018 ,

ADK

OS
= �0.038 ± 0.075 ± 0.011 ,

RSS/OS = 0.706 ± 0.019 ± 0.009 ,

RDK/D⇡

SS
= 0.081 ± 0.008 ± 0.004 ,

RDK/D⇡

OS
= 0.073 ± 0.006 ± 0.002 .

The results are in agreement with Ref. [7], and all statistical uncertainties are reduced303

in accordance with the increased signal yields. The systematic uncertainties on each304

asymmetry are reduced considerably due to improved knowledge of the B± production305

asymmetry and the kaon detection asymmetry. The systematic uncertainties on RDK/D⇡

SS
,306

RDK/D⇡

OS
, and RSS/OS are also reduced, due to the use of larger simulated samples. All ob-307

servables are statistically limited with the current data set. The statistical and systematic308

correlation matrices for the CP observables are given in App. A.309

A comparison of the K⇤+ region results with the SM expectation is made by calculating310

the CP observables from the current best-fit values of � = (74.0+5.0

�5.8
)�, �B = (131.2+5.1

�5.9
)�,311

and rB = (9.89+0.51

�0.50
)% for B+

! DK+ decays [5]; no comparison is made using the non-312

K⇤+ results, since the required charm hadronic parameters have not yet been measured.313

For B+
! D⇡+ decays, where no independent information on r⇡

B
and �⇡

B
is available,314

the uniform PDFs 180� < �⇡
B

< 360� and r⇡
B

< 0.02 are used. The D-decay parameters315

are taken from the literature: r2
D

= 0.655 ± 0.007 and �D = (�16.6 ± 18.4)� [30];316

 = 0.94 ± 0.12 [8]. The small corrections due to D mixing are not considered.317

For these inputs, the 68% and 95% confidence-level expectation intervals are displayed318

in Fig. 6, together with the results presented herein. The dominant uncertainty contribution319

to the expectation intervals comes from the D-decay parameter inputs. The measurements320

are found to be compatible with the SM expectation, where the �2 per degree of freedom321

is found to be 1.56 taking into account the uncertainties and correlations of both the322

measurements and the expected values; the corresponding p-value for rejection of the SM323

hypothesis is 0.14.324
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RSS/OS = 0.706 ± 0.019 ± 0.009 ,

RDK/D⇡

SS
= 0.081 ± 0.008 ± 0.004 ,

RDK/D⇡

OS
= 0.073 ± 0.006 ± 0.002 .

The results are in agreement with Ref. [7], and all statistical uncertainties are reduced303

in accordance with the increased signal yields. The systematic uncertainties on each304

asymmetry are reduced considerably due to improved knowledge of the B± production305

asymmetry and the kaon detection asymmetry. The systematic uncertainties on RDK/D⇡

SS
,306

RDK/D⇡

OS
, and RSS/OS are also reduced, due to the use of larger simulated samples. All ob-307

servables are statistically limited with the current data set. The statistical and systematic308

correlation matrices for the CP observables are given in App. A.309

A comparison of the K⇤+ region results with the SM expectation is made by calculating310

the CP observables from the current best-fit values of � = (74.0+5.0

�5.8
)�, �B = (131.2+5.1

�5.9
)�,311

and rB = (9.89+0.51

�0.50
)% for B+

! DK+ decays [5]; no comparison is made using the non-312

K⇤+ results, since the required charm hadronic parameters have not yet been measured.313

For B+
! D⇡+ decays, where no independent information on r⇡

B
and �⇡

B
is available,314

the uniform PDFs 180� < �⇡
B

< 360� and r⇡
B

< 0.02 are used. The D-decay parameters315

are taken from the literature: r2
D

= 0.655 ± 0.007 and �D = (�16.6 ± 18.4)� [30];316

 = 0.94 ± 0.12 [8]. The small corrections due to D mixing are not considered.317

For these inputs, the 68% and 95% confidence-level expectation intervals are displayed318

in Fig. 6, together with the results presented herein. The dominant uncertainty contribution319

to the expectation intervals comes from the D-decay parameter inputs. The measurements320

are found to be compatible with the SM expectation, where the �2 per degree of freedom321

is found to be 1.56 taking into account the uncertainties and correlations of both the322

measurements and the expected values; the corresponding p-value for rejection of the SM323

hypothesis is 0.14.324
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 with B± → D(K/π)± D → K0
SK±π∓

•Examples (just a subset!) for same-sign decays; fits inside  regionK*+

39arXiv:2002.08858: Measurement of  observables in  and  with  decays  CP B± → DK± B± → Dπ± D → K0
SK±π∓
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Figure 2: Invariant mass of SS B±
! [K0

S
K±⇡⌥]Dh± candidates within the K⇤+ region;

candidates containing both long and downstream K0
s mesons are shown.

determine the fraction of B+
! DK+ signal decays that are misidentified as B+

! D⇡+.291

This e�ciency is known within 1% relative uncertainty, and is varied within this range to292

determine the systematic uncertainty.293

The systematic uncertainties for each CP observable, quoted as a percentage of the294

statistical uncertainty, are listed in Tabs. 2 and 3. The category E↵ relates to e�ciency295

corrections, PDF to fixed shape parameters, Cls to charmless background yields and296

asymmetries, Asym to asymmetry corrections, and PID to the PID e�ciency. The297

total systematic uncertainties are given by the sum in quadrature of each contributing298

systematic.299
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